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Abstract
For J-hermitian operators on a Krein space (K, J) satisfying an adequate Fred-
holm property, a global Krein signature is shown to be a homotopy invariant. It is
argued that this global signature is a generalization of the Noether index. When the
Krein space has a supplementary Real structure, the sets of J-hermitian Fredholm
operators with Real symmetry can be retracted to certain of the classifying spaces of
Atiyah and Singer. Secondary Z2-invariants are introduced to label their connected
components. Related invariants are also analyzed for J-unitary operators.
1 Introduction
A Krein space K is a Hilbert space equipped with an indefinite sesquilinear form given by
a self-adjoint unitary operator J . A bounded linear operator T on K conserving this form
in the sense that T ∗JT = J is called J-unitary. The set of J-unitary operators forms
a group and its Lie algebra is the set of the J-hermitian operators, namely all bounded
linear operators H on K satisfying H∗J = JH. These two classes of operators can be
considered as the equivalent of the unitary and hermitian operators on a Hilbert space, a
major difference being though that neither the J-unitaries nor the J-hermitian operators
are necessarily normal. The two classes are further linked via the Cayley transform.
Krein spaces as well as J-unitary and J-hermitian operators thereon have been studied
by numerous authors since the 1950’s and this is well-documented in the two monographs
[Bog, AI]. Their spectra have reflection properties on the unit circle and the real axis
respectively. A further important element of the theory of such operators are the Krein
signatures of eigenvalues on the unit circle S1 or the real axis R, given by the signature of J
restricted to the associated generalized eigenspaces. Definite signatures imply stability of
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the eigenvalues, namely they cannot leave the circle or the real line under perturbations. In
prior works [Kre, YS, GLR] such signatures were mainly considered for finite dimensional
Krein spaces such as the classical groups U(N,M) and SP(2N,R), but in [SB] one of the
authors thoroughly analyzed Krein signatures for infinite dimensional Krein spaces.
This paper considers certain classes of Fredholm operators on Krein spaces. Let us
first focus on J-hermitian operators. The adequate Fredholm property for them is to
require H − λ1 to be a conventional Fredholm operator for all λ ∈ R. Such J-hermitian
operators will be called R-Fredholm (Definition 5). It is shown that the real spectrum
of such operators consists of only a finite number of eigenvalues with finite multiplicity
(Theorem 3). Hence these operators can rightfully also be called essentially hyperbolic. A
global homotopy invariant on the set of J-hermitian R-Fredholm operators is then given
by the sum of the Krein signatures over all real eigenvalues (Definition 7 and Theorem 4).
The global signature invariant replaces the Noether index (often referred to as Fredholm
index) in the sense that it labels the connected components of the J-hermitian R-Fredholm
operators. In fact, the latter set can be contracted to the Fredholm operators so that the
global signature generalizes the Noether index to a wider class of operators (Theorem 5).
In a second step, we consider Krein spaces with Real structures in a spirit similar
to Atiyah and Singer [Ati, AS] (Definition 8) and then implement these symmetries on
the J-unitary and J-hermitian operators (Definition 9). The large letter R is part of
the notation and refers to Atiyah [Ati] who introduced Real K-theory to analyze vector
bundles that are invariant under a Real symmetry. In the finite dimensional case, this leads
to four classical groups as subgroups of U(N,M) (see Section 3.1). For the J-hermitian
R-Fredholm operators, the Real symmetry leads to restrictions on the values of the global
signature and furthermore to the definition of secondary Z2-invariants (Theorem 7). The
collision scenarios of eigenvalues studied to show that these invariants are well-defined
are also of interest in the finite dimensional cases. In particular, for the classical group
O(N,M) a so-called mediated tangent bifurcation is generic and has not been studied
elsewhere to our best knowledge. For the infinite dimensional case it is then again shown
that the four new classes of J-hermitian R-Fredholm operators with Real symmetry can be
retracted to four of the Atiyah-Singer classifying spaces for RealK-theory [AS] (Theorem 7
and Corollary 1).
For J-unitary operators, it is natural to require that S1 only contains discrete spec-
trum, namely to consider the essentially S1-gapped J-unitaries (Definition 4). This is
strictly stronger than imposing T − λ1 to be Fredholm for all λ ∈ S1. The subtle differ-
ence results from the non-normality of the operators involved. On the set of essentially
S1-gapped J-unitaries the global signature is again a homotopy invariant (Theorem 2).
This is already discussed in [SB] and is briefly reviewed in Section 2.2. New is, however,
the analysis of (secondary) invariants for essentially S1-gapped J-unitaries with Real sym-
metries (Theorem 6). It is not shown that these invariants are complete invariants in the
sense that they label the connected components. Indeed, this may not be true. In Sec-
tion 4 we conjecture that at least for unbounded J-unitaries without Real symmetries
(called J-isometries as in [Bog]) such a labelling by the global signature is valid.
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All the above results are not only of functional analytic interest, but are helpful and rel-
evant for applications of index theory whenever an indefinite sesquilinear form is present.
In fact, the augmented flexibility of the new classes of Fredholm operators with global
signatures may then allow to directly define analytic invariants. An example of such
a situation, actually motivating the present work, are the transfer operators for two-
dimensional tight-binding models for solid state physics restricted to a half-space. The
Krein signatures are then interpreted as the chiralities of the associated boundary states
(see Section 6.8 of [SB]). In this framework, the Real symmetries are inherited from phys-
ical symmetries of topological insulators. These examples will be studied in detail in a
forthcoming work. Preliminary results can be found in [SV].
Acknowledgements: This work considerably extends the mathematical sections of our
previous preprint [SV]. Part of the results on J-hermitian R-Fredholm operators were
obtained in collaboration with Stefan Daiker during his master thesis in Erlangen in
2014. We thank PAPPIT-UNAM IN 104015 as well as the DFG for financial support.
2 Invariants for operators on complex Krein spaces
Let us recall [Bog, AI, SB] that a Krein space K is a separable complex Hilbert space
endowed with a fundamental symmetry, namely a selfadjoint unitary J on K. In an
adequate basis, the fundamental symmetry takes the form
J =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
, (1)
however, the particular choice of basis will be irrelevant for most arguments in the follow-
ing. The inertia of J will be denoted by (N+, N−), that is N± is the multiplicity of ±1 as
eigenvalue of J . We will mainly be interested in the case N± =∞. The term "complex"
in the title of this section alludes to the fact that real structures play no role for now,
but will later on in Section 3. In the following, J and its restriction to subspaces of K
will often be viewed as hermitian sesquilinear form on K via (v, w) 7→ v∗Jw. Let us also
point out that one can develop the full theory below also for an arbitrary non-degenerate
hermitian form, see Remark 1 below.
2.1 Krein signatures for J-unitaries and J-hermitians
Definition 1 Let (K, J) be a Krein space.
(i) A bounded operator T ∈ B(K) is called J-unitary if T ∗JT = J . The set of J-
unitaries is denoted by
U(K, J) = {T ∈ B(K) : T ∗JT = J} . (2)
(ii) A bounded operator H ∈ B(K) is called J-hermitian if JH∗J = H. The set of
J-hermitians is denoted by
H(K, J) = {H ∈ B(K) : H∗J = JH} . (3)
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If K is finite dimensional, then U(K, J) is the classical group U(N+, N−) and H(K, J)
is isomorphic to its Lie algebra.
Remark 1 Suppose that j is an invertible selfadjoint on a Hilbert space K and consider
the sets U(K, j) and H(K, j) of j-unitary and j-hermitian operators defined as in (2) and
(3). Then set J = j|j|−1. One now has J2 = 1 and can check
U(K, j) = |j|− 12U(K, J)|j| 12 , H(K, j) = |j|− 12H(K, J)|j| 12 .
Therefore it is sufficient to consider the case of J = J∗ squaring to the identity. This will
be of relevance in Lemma 3 below. 
Given a bounded linear operator A ∈ B(K), a subset ∆ ⊂ C is called separating if
the boundary ∂∆ has no intersection with the spectrum σ(A) of A. For a separating set
∆ ⊂ C for A, let P∆(A) denote the associated Riesz spectral projection of A. Further
let us set E∆(A) = Ran(P∆(A)) and F∆(A) = Ker(P∆(A)). If ∆ = {λ}, we also write
Pλ(A), Eλ(A) and Fλ(A). If it is clear from the context, the argument A will be dropped.
General properties of Riesz projections can be found in [Kat] or the appendix of [SB].
Proofs of the following facts can be found in [Bog, AI, SB].
Proposition 1 Let (K, J) be a Krein space.
(i) U(K, J) is a group under composition.
(ii) H(K, J) is a R-linear space.
(iii) For H ∈ H(K, J), one has exp(ı tH) ∈ U(K, J) for all t ∈ R.
(iv) For T ∈ U(K, J) one has the reflection property σ(T ) = σ(T )−1 around S1.
(v) For H ∈ H(K, J) one has the reflection property σ(H) = σ(H) w.r.t. the real axis.
(vi) For a separating subset ∆ for T ∈ U(K, J), one has P∆(T )∗ = JP(∆)−1(T )J .
(vii) For a separating subset ∆ for H ∈ H(K, J), one has P∆(H)∗ = JP∆(H)J .
(viii) For T ∈ U(K, J) and λ ∈ σ(T ) ∩ S1 a discrete (isolated and of finite multiplicity)
eigenvalue, the hermitian form J |Eλ(T ) is non-degenerate.
(ix) For H ∈ H(K, J) and λ ∈ σ(H) ∩ R is a discrete eigenvalue, the hermitian form
J |Eλ(H) is non-degenerate.
By item (iii) the J-hermitian can be seen as the Lie algebra of U(K, J). An alternative
convention is to require etB ∈ U(K, J) for all t ∈ R, which then implies JB∗ = −BJ and
thus σ(B) = −σ(B). In our opinion this is less practical for the spectral analysis carried
out in the present work.
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Definition 2 For a discrete eigenvalue λ ∈ σ(T ) ∩ S1 of a J-unitary T ∈ U(K, J) the
Krein inertia ν(λ, T ) = (ν+(λ, T ), ν−(λ, T )) is the number ν±(λ, T ) of positive/negative
eigenvalues of the non-degenerate hermitian sesquilinear form J |Eλ(T ). For eigenvalues off
the unit circle the inertia are defined to be 0. Eigenvalues are called indefinite (sometimes
also of mixed signature) if both ν±(λ, T ) are non-vanishing, otherwise they are called
definite or J-definite. The Krein signature of λ is defined as
Sig(λ, T ) = ν+(λ, T ) − ν−(λ, T ) .
Similarly, the Krein signature ν(λ,H) and Krein signature Sig(λ,H) of a discrete eigen-
value λ ∈ σ(H) ∩ R of a J-hermitian H ∈ H(K, J) are defined.
Let us note that Krein inertia satisfy ν+(λ, T ) + ν−(λ, T ) = dim(Eλ). Moreover, using
the Riesz projection, their definition can be rewritten as
ν±(λ, T ) = ν±
(
P ∗λ J Pλ
)
, (4)
where on the r.h.s. ν± denotes the inertia of a sesquilinear form (non-vanishing only
on a finite dimensional subspace). The following is the generic bifurcation scenario for
eigenvalues to leave the unit circle.
Definition 3 Given a norm continuous path t ∈ [−1, 1] 7→ Tt of J-unitaries, two contin-
uous paths t ∈ [−1, 1] 7→ λ1,2(t) of discrete eigenvalues of Tt undergo a Krein collision at
t = 0 if λ1,2(t) ∈ S1 for t ∈ (−1, 0] and λ1,2(t) 6∈ S1 for t ∈ (0, 1], see Figure 1. Similarly,
Krein collisions for paths of real discrete eigenvalues of J-hermitian operators are defined.
Note that even for analytic t 7→ Tt the colliding eigenvalues do not depend analytically
on t (other than for analytic paths of self-adjoint operators). The following stability result
goes back to Krein in finite dimension [Kre] and is proved in Section 3.4 of [SB] for J-
unitaries on arbitrary Krein spaces. The proof transposes verbatim to J-hermitians.
Theorem 1 (Krein stability) Along a norm continuous path t 7→ Tt of J-unitaries,
discrete eigenvalues can leave the unit circle at t = 0 by a Krein collision through λ ∈ S1
only if both inertia ν+(λ, T0) and ν−(λ, T0) are non-vanishing. The same statement holds
for discrete real eigenvalues of paths of J-hermitian operators.
2.2 Fredholm property and global signature for J-unitaries
Definition 4 A J-unitary T ∈ U(K, J) is said to be S1-Fredholm if T −λ1 is a Fredholm
operator for all λ ∈ S1. The set of all S1-Fredholm J-unitaries is denoted by FU(K, J). A
J-unitary T ∈ U(K, J) is said to be essentially S1-gapped if there is only discrete spectrum
on the unit circle. The set of essentially S1-gapped J-unitaries is denoted by GU(K, J).
For T ∈ GU(K, J), the global signature is defined as
Sig(T ) =
∑
λ∈S1
Sig(λ, T ) .
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of a Krein collision of eigenvalues with indicated Krein
inertia. Note that for eigenvalues with the inertia (1, 0) and (1, 0) on the l.h.s., one would
have inertia (2, 0) at the eigenvalue crossing and the Krein stability implies that the
eigenvalues cannot leave the unit circle.
In [SB] there is an example showing that GU(K, J) is a proper subset of FU(K, J). The
same example shows that GU(K, J) is not stable under compact perturbations within the
J-unitaries, a property that clearly holds for FU(K, J) by standard theory of Fredholm
operators. Let us also point out that the global signature of T ∈ GU(K, J) is given by
Sig(T ) = Sig
(
J |ES1 (T )
)
,
where on the r.h.s. appears the well-known signature of sesquilinear form on a finite
dimensional vector space. Based on Theorem 1 one obtains [SB]:
Theorem 2 The map T ∈ GU(K, J) 7→ Sig(T ) ∈ Z is continuous.
We do not know whether GUn(K, J) = Sig−1({n}) is connected or not, but will solve
the corresponding question for the J-hermitian operators in an affirmative way in Theo-
rem 4, and have a further conjecture on this issue for unbounded J-unitaries in Section 4.
2.3 Fredholm property and global signature for J-hermitians
Definition 5 A J-hermitian H ∈ H(K, J) is said to be R-Fredholm if H − λ1 is a
Fredholm operator for all λ ∈ R. The set of all R-Fredholm J-hermitian operators is
denoted by FH(K, J).
In view of Definition 4, one may be tempted to introduce the setGH(K, J) of essentially
R-gapped J-hermitian operators, namely those operators in H(K, J) which only have
discrete spectrum on R. This is not necessary as one can show GH(K, J) = FH(K, J).
Theorem 3 Any H ∈ FH(K, J) has only discrete spectrum on the real axis.
Let us stress though that this statement does not extend to unbounded operators
satisfying H∗J = JH, namely there are examples (constructed in Section 4 below) of
unbounded J-self-adjoint R-Fredholm operators having point spectrum on the whole real
axis. The proof of Theorem 3 will be based on the following lemma, which for a > b
implies that GH(K, J) is stable under compact perturbations.
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Lemma 1 Suppose that H ∈ H(K, J) has only discrete spectrum in V = (−∞, a)∪(b,∞).
If K ∈ H(K, J) is compact, then also H +K has only discrete spectrum in V.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of analytic Fredholm theory (e.g. Appendix D
in [SB]) because H is bounded and both components of V lie in the unbounded component
of the resolvent set of H. 2
In several arguments below, we will use the following concept.
Definition 6 A frame for a subspace E ⊂ K is a linear isometric map Ψ from an auxiliary
Hilbert space into K such that ΨΨ∗ is the orthogonal projection on E and Ψ∗Ψ = 1.
Proof of Theorem 3. Let H ∈ FH(K, J). For any λ ∈ R, one has Ker((H − λ1)∗) =
J Ker(H−λ1) so that Ind(H−λ1) = 0. Let Ψλ be a frame for Ker(H−λ1), then JΨλ is
a frame for Ker((H − λ1)∗). Therefore the finite range operator Fλ = JΨλΨ∗λ ∈ H(K, J)
is such that H−λ1+Fλ is invertible. Moreover, H−(λ+)1+Fλ is invertible for || < λ
with λ > 0 sufficiently small. Set Uλ = (λ − λ, λ + λ). Then (Uλ)λ∈I is an open cover
of the compact set I = [−‖H‖, ‖H‖]. Let λ1, . . . , λM ∈ I be such that (Uλm)m=1,...,M is a
finite cover of I. Suppose λm < λm+1 and set Fm = Fλm as well as
Vm = Vm−1 ∪ Um , V0 = (−∞,−‖H‖) ∪ (‖H‖,∞) .
Now H + F1 has no spectrum in U1 by construction (because H + F1 − λ1 is invertible
for all λ ∈ U1), and by Lemma 1 actually only discrete spectrum in V1. Applying this
lemma to H+F1 and K = F2−F1, it follows that also H+F2 has only discrete spectrum
in V1. Again by construction, H + F2 has no spectrum in U2 and therefore only discrete
spectrum in V2. Now iterating this argument M times, it follows that H + FM has only
discrete spectrum in VM = R. Invoking again Lemma 1 it follows that also H has only
discrete spectrum on R. 2
Definition 7 For H ∈ FH(K, J), the global Krein signature is defined as
Sig(H) =
∑
λ∈R
Sig(λ,H) .
By Theorem 1 follows
Theorem 4 The map H ∈ FH(K, J) 7→ Sig(H) ∈ Z is continuous.
Let us give an example of an operator H ∈ FH(K, J) with signature n ∈ Z. For that
purpose, let us suppose that N+ = N− = ∞ so that both eigenspaces of J are infinite
dimensional. Next choose a Fredholm operator A : Ker(J−1)→ Ker(J+1) with Noether
index given by Ind(A) = n. Then set, in the grading of J given by (1),
H = ı
(
0 A∗
A 0
)
. (5)
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One readily checks H ∈ H(K, J). Moreover, by construction H∗ = −H, namely H is
skewadjoint. Hence the spectrum of H lies on the imaginary axis. Thus H ∈ FH(K, J)
if and only if H is Fredholm. But this is guaranteed by the Fredholm property of A.
Furthermore,
Sig(H) = Sig(0, H) = dim(Ker(A))− dim(Ker(A∗)) = Ind(A) .
From this perspective, Theorem 4 shows that the global signature is an extension of the
Noether index to a larger set of operators. The following result shows that actually the
Fredholm operators, identified with the skew-adjoint J-hermitians via (5), are a deforma-
tion retract of FH(K, J).
Theorem 5 Suppose that N+ = N−. The set FHn(K, J) = Sig−1({n}) is connected for
all n ∈ Z.
We are mainly interested in the case of infinite and equal N±, but for sake of com-
pleteness let us state the following complementary result:
Proposition 2 If both N± are finite, then FH(K, J) = FHn(K, J) = Sig−1({n}) with
n = N+ −N−. If one of N± is finite and the other infinite, then FH(K, J) is empty.
Theorem 5 will be shown by a series of explicit homotopies within FH(K, J). The first
one deforms the spectrum of H to three points.
Lemma 2 H ∈ FH(K, J) is homotopic to some H ′ ∈ FH(K, J) with σ(H ′) ⊂ {−ı, 0, ı}.
Proof. Let P± be the Riesz projections of H on the spectrum in the upper and lower
half-planes H± = {z ∈ C : ±=m(z) > 0}, and let P0 be the Riesz projection on
the real spectrum of H. By Proposition 1, JP ∗±J = P∓ and JP ∗0 J = P0. Moreover,
1 = P+ + P0 + P−. Let us set
Ht = (1− t)H + ı t (P+ − P−) , t ∈ [0, 1] . (6)
By the above relations, one indeed checks Ht ∈ H(K, J). As the ranges of P± and P0 are
invariant under H, it follows that the spectra of Ht are given by
σ(Ht) = σ(Ht|Ran(P+)) ∪ σ(Ht|Ran(P0)) ∪ σ(Ht|Ran(P−)) .
Now by the spectral mapping theorem σ(Ht|Ran(P±)) lies in H±, and σ(Ht|Ran(P0)) ⊂ R is
discrete. It follows that Ht ∈ FH(K, J). Now H ′ = H1 is the operator with the desired
properties. 2
In order to contract FHn(K, J) into one point, it will next be necessary to lift the
degeneracy of the kernel of H ′ as far as possible. This will be achieved by an adequate
finite dimensional perturbation within FH(K, J). In order to avoid difficulties linked to the
perturbation theory of non-normal operators, we will exploit the restriction to invariant
subspaces as discussed in the following technical result.
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Lemma 3 Let E be a J-non-degenerate finite dimensional subspace of K and F = JE⊥
be its J-orthogonal complement where the orthogonal complement ⊥ is w.r.t. the Hilbert
space scalar product on K. Let Ψ and Φ be frames for E and F . The idempotents PE and
PF with ranges E and F as well as kernels F and E respectively, are given by
PE = Ψ(Ψ∗JΨ)−1Ψ∗J , PF = Φ(Φ∗JΦ)−1Φ∗J .
Further set jΨ = Ψ∗JΨ and nΨ = |jΨ|− 12 , and similarly jΦ and nΦ. ThenM = (ΨnΨ,ΦnΦ)
is invertible with inverse given by
M−1 =
(
n−1Ψ Ψ
∗PE
n−1Φ Φ∗PF
)
=
(
n−1Ψ j
−1
Ψ Ψ
∗J
n−1Φ j
−1
Φ Φ
∗J
)
.
Further let H be a given linear operator which leaves both E and F invariant. Setting
HΨ = n
−1
Ψ Ψ
∗HΨnΨ , JΨ = n2ΨjΨ = jΨ |jΨ|−1 , (7)
and similarly for HΦ and JΦ, one then has J2Ψ = 1 and J2Φ = 1 and
M−1HM =
(
HΨ 0
0 HΦ
)
, M∗JM =
(
JΨ 0
0 JΦ
)
,
and
H is J-hermitian ⇐⇒ HΨ is JΨ-hermitian and HΦ is JΦ-hermitian .
Furthermore, the spectra satisfy σ(H) = σ(HΨ) ∪ σ(HΦ).
Proof. First of all, jΨ is invertible because E is finite-dimensional and not J-degenerate.
Thus PE is well-defined and it can readily be checked to have the desired properties (see
Proposition 2.6 of [SB]). Furthermore, as E is non-degenerate, one has by Lemma 2.3(v)
of [SB] that E ∩ F = {0} and K = E + F . As E is finite-dimensional, E and F form
a Fredholm pair and thus by Proposition B.5 of [SB] also jΦ is invertible and PF well-
defined with the desired properties. Now by hypothesis, Φ∗JΨ = 0 so that PEΦ = 0,
PFΨ = 0 and PEPF = PFPE = 0. Combining these identities with Φ∗Φ = 1 and
Ψ∗Ψ = 1, one readily checks M−1M = 1 with the given formulas for M and M−1.
The H-invariance implies HΨ = ΨHΨ and HΦ = ΦHΦ which leads to the formula
for M−1HM . Furthermore, H is J-hermitian if and only if H∗J = JH if and only if
(M−1HM)∗M∗JM = M∗JMM−1HM , which when spelled out shows the equivalence.
The last claim follows from the formula for M−1HM . 2
Lemma 3 can be applied to E = Ran(PR(H)) and F = J Ker(PR(H)∗) whenever H is
in FH(K, J). This leads to another proof of Lemma 2. Our main use will be the following.
Lemma 4 H ∈ FH(K, J) is homotopic to some H ′′ ∈ FH(K, J) with σ(H ′′) ⊂ {−ı, 0, ı}
such that 0 is a J-definite eigenvalue of H ′′.
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Proof. Let us start with H = H ′ as given in Lemma 2 and use Lemma 3 for the subspaces
E = E0(H) = Ran(P0) and F = J Ker(P ∗0 ) where P0 = PE is the Riesz projection on the
kernel of H. Then HΨ = 0. The homotopy will be chosen to be of the form
t ∈ [0, 1] 7→ Ht = M
(
t V 0
0 HΦ
)
M−1 , (8)
with a finite dimensional matrix V satisfying V ∗JΨ = JΨV . By Lemma 3 this is a path
in FH(K, J) with spectrum given by σ(Ht) = σ(HΦ) ∪ t σ(V ). It is also possible to write
Ht = H + tΨnΨ V n
−1
Ψ Ψ
∗P0 . (9)
For the construction of V , let the inertia of J on E be (n+, n−) and set n = n+ + n−. For
sake of concreteness, let us suppose n+ ≥ n− > 0 as for n− = 0 there is nothing to show.
After multiplication from the right by an adequate unitary matrix, the frame Ψ can be
chosen such that JΨ is diagonal with first n+ entries equal to 1 and then n− entries equal
to −1. Decomposing Ψ = (Ψ+,Ψ0,Ψ−) with Ψ± both spanning n−-dimensional subspaces
of E , one hence has JΨ = diag(1n− ,1n0 ,−1n−) with n0 = n+ − n−. Then set
V =

0 0 ı1n−
0 0 0
ı1n− 0 0
 , (10)
It is a matter of calculation to check that V is JΨ-hermitian. Moreover, the spectrum of V
consists of ı and −ı both of degenarecy n−, and a kernel of multiplicity n0. By Lemma 3,
the spectrum of Ht is {0,± ı t} and thus H1 = H ′′ has all the desired properties. Let us
note that there are many other possibilities to choose V . 2
Having a J-definite kernel as in Lemma 4 now implies that the ranges of the Riesz pro-
jections P± are Lagrangian which in turn is of great relevance for the proof of Theorem 5
because Lagrangian subspaces are in bijection with unitary operators and can hence be
nicely deformed homotopically.
Lemma 5 Let H = ı(P+−P−) ∈ FH(K, J) have a J-definite kernel. Then E± = Ran(P±)
are J-Lagrangian, namely E± are maximally isotropic for J .
Proof. By Proposition 1, JP ∗±J = P∓ and JP ∗0 J = P0. Therefore P ∗±JP± = JP∓P± = 0
which implies that E± are isotropic. Now suppose that there is a vector v 6∈ E+ such
that span(E+, v) is isotropic. As P+ + P0 + P− = 1, we can decompose v = v+ + v0 + v−
with v± ∈ E± and v0 ∈ E0 = Ran(P0) = Ker(H). Hence either v0 6= 0 or v− 6= 0. The
isotropy of span(E+, v) imposes the two conditions P ∗+Jv = 0 and v∗Jv = 0. From the
first condition follows 0 = P ∗+Jv = JP−v = Jv− so that v− = 0 because J is invertible.
Furthermore, v∗+Jv0 = (P+v+)∗J(P0v0) = v∗+JP−P0v0 = 0. Therefore v∗Jv = v∗0Jv0,
which has a definite sign for v0 6= 0 by the hypothesis that the kernel is definite. This is
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in contradiction to the second condition v∗Jv = 0. Hence E+ is maximally J-isotropic.
The same analysis applies to E−. 2
Let us point out that Lemma 5 also holds in finite dimension, but then only the
trivial kernel is J-definite. In infinite dimension, it is possible that both E+ and E− are
Lagrangian, even though they do not span all of K. An example for this situation can
readily be constructed from (5) with A having non-trivial Noether index.
Proof of Theorem 5. Let H = ı(P+ − P−) be as in Lemma 4. The aim is to deform
P± inside the Fredholm pairs of Lagrangian projections into orthogonal projections. This
latter property will assure H∗ = −H, which when combined with JH∗J = H leads to
the special form (5). This completes the proof because it is known that the connected
components of the set of Fredholm operators are labelled by the Noether index. First of
all, let us express the Riesz projections P± in terms of frames Φ± for Ran(P±):
P± = Φ±(Φ∗∓JΦ±)
−1Φ∗∓J . (11)
One readily checks that the r.h.s. is idempotent and has the correct range and kernel.
The existence of the inverse is proved along the lines of Propositions 5.12 and 5.13 of
[SB], which readily transposes from J-unitaries to J-hermitians. For the convenience of
the reader, let us sketch the argument. The spaces E± = Ran(P±) are closed and have
trivial intersection, and furthermore E+ ⊕ E− has finite co-dimension. Thus E+ and E−
form a Fredholm pair. Because Ker(P±) differs from E∓ only by a finite dimensional
subspace, also E± and Ker(P∓) = J Ran(P±)⊥ form a Fredholm pair. But JΦ± is a frame
for J Ran(P±) and therefore general Hilbert space principles (Proposition B.5 of [SB]) lead
to the above formula. The Fredholm property is actually equivalent to the invertibility of
Φ∗∓JΦ± by Theorem B.4 of [SB].
Now we use the fact E± are Lagrangian by Lemma 5. As N+ = N−, Theorem 2.10 of
[SB] implies that it is possible to choose the frames to be of the form
Φ± =
1√
2
(
u±
1
)
, (12)
with two unitaries u± and where the block entries are given in the grading of J given by
(1). Now P ∗± = P± is guaranteed if Φ± = −JΦ∓, namely u± = −u∓. This will be achieved
by a homtopy t ∈ [0, 1] 7→ u±,t from u±,0 = u± to u+,1 = u−,1 along which the invertibility
of u∗−u+ − 1 is insured, so that the associated Lagrangian frames Φ±,t defined as in (12)
always have non-intersecting ranges forming a Fredholm pair. For that purpose, let us
choose a path t ∈ [0, 1] 7→ vt of unitaries with 1 6∈ σ(vt) such that v0 = u∗−u+ and v1 = −1.
The existence of such a path is guaranteed by spectral calculus. Then set u+,t = u+ and
u−,t = u+v∗t . This path satisfies all the desired properties. 2
Proof of Proposition 2. Lemmas 2, 4 and 5 remain valid and are applied first. The
dimension of any Lagrangian plane is min{N−, N+}, and therefore also of E±. For finite
N±, this implies that the J-definite kernel is of dimension N+ +N−−min{N−, N+}. This
fixes the signature. If exactly one of N± is infinite, then P0 has to be infinite dimensional
and the operator is not R-Fredholm. 2
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2.4 Cayley transforms mapping J-unitaries to J-hermitians
In this section, the global signatures of J-unitaries and J-hermitians are connected via
the Cayley transform. Furthermore the Cayley transform is used in Sections 3.4 and 4.
For z ∈ C \ R and ζ ∈ S1, the Cayley transform Cz,ζ and its inverse are defined by
Cz,ζ(λ) = ζ
λ− z
λ− z , C
−1
z,ζ (λ) =
z ζ − z λ
ζ − λ .
These are viewed as maps on the Riemann sphere C = C ∪ {∞}. Note that for real z
these formulas still make sense, but define uninteresting maps. Let us list a few elementary
mapping properties:
(i) Cz,ζ : R→ S1 is a bijection (with R being the one-point compactification of R)
(ii) Cz,ζ(z) = 0, Cz,ζ(z) =∞, Cz,ζ(∞) = ζ and Cz,ζ(0) = ζ zz
(iii) Cz,ζ ◦ C−1z,ζ = id
(iv) For z ∈ H± = {z ∈ C : ±=m(z) > 0}, the map Cz,ζ : H± → D = {z ∈ C : |z| < 1}
is a bijection.
Proposition 3 For z ∈ C \ R and ζ ∈ S1, set
Hz(K, J) = {H ∈ H(K, J) | z 6∈ σ(H)} , Uζ(K, J) = {T ∈ U(K, J) | ζ 6∈ σ(T )} .
Then one has injections
Cz,ζ : Hz(K, J)→ U(K, J) , Cz,ζ(H) = ζ (H − z 1)(H − z 1)−1 ,
and
C−1z,ζ : Uζ(K, J)→ H(K, J) , C−1z,ζ (T ) = (zζ 1− z T )(ζ 1− T )−1 .
Furthermore, for FHz(K, J) = FH(K, J)∩Hz(K, J) and GUζ(K, J) = GU(K, J)∩Uζ(K, J)
one has
Cz,ζ : FHz(K, J)→ GU(K, J) , C−1z,ζ : GUζ(K, J)→ FH(K, J) .
The proofs of all statements are straightforward, but can also be found in Section
VI.8 of [Bog]. Moreover, it is shown in [Bog] that the spectral mapping properties under
Cayley transform hold for all components of the spectrum (point, discrete, continuous,
residual). Because ECz,ζ(λ)(Cz,ζ(H)) = Eλ(H) for H ∈ FHz(K, J) whenever everything is
well-defined, the Cayley transform also maps Krein inertia of eigenvalues via
ν±(λ,H) = ν±(Cz,ζ(λ), Cz,ζ(H)) , ν±(λ, T ) = ν±(C−1z,ζ (λ), C
−1
z,ζ (T )) . (13)
This implies the following global statement.
Proposition 4 For H ∈ FHz(K, J) and T ∈ GUζ(K, J), one has
Sig(H) = Sig(Cz,ζ(H)) , Sig(T ) = Sig(C−1z,ζ (T )) .
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3 Invariants for operators on Real Krein spaces
Let us recall that a real structure on the complex vector space K is an anti-linear involu-
tion, namely a map C : K → K with C(v+λw) = C(w) +λ C(v) for all λ ∈ C and C2 = 1.
We will simply use the notation v = Cv. Furthermore, given a linear operator A on K,
the operator CAC is also a linear operator which we denote by A. An operator is then
called real if A = A.
Definition 8 A Real Krein space of kind (η, τ) ∈ {−1, 1}2 is a complex Krein space
(K, J) with a Real fundamental symmetry J = J together with a second real symmetry
operator S = S satisfying
S2 = η 1 , J S = τ S J .
For (η, τ) = (1,−1), this means that J and S provides a representation on K of the
real Clifford algebra Cl2,0, and for (η, τ) = (−1,−1) of Cl1,1. It will be necessary to use
an adequate representation bringing both J and S into their normal form. This can be
achieved by an orthogonal basis transformation, e.g. Proposition 13 of [GS]. The outcome
is that J is of the form (1) and for the kinds (η, 1) and (η,−1) respectively, S is given by
S =
(
S+ 0
0 S−
)
with (S±)2 = η 1 , S =
(
0 η 1
1 0
)
. (14)
Let us point out that in the two cases τ = −1, this implies that the two eigenspaces of J
are of same dimension. For τ = 1, there is more freedom. We only restrict to particular
cases in Theorem 7 below.
3.1 Groups and algebras of operators on Real Krein spaces
Definition 9 Let (K, J, S) be a Real Krein space of kind (η, τ) ∈ {−1, 1}2.
(i) The set of J-unitaries with Real symmetry S is defined by
U(K, J, S) = {T ∈ U(K, J) ∣∣ S∗ T S = T } . (15)
(ii) The set of J-hermitians with Real symmetry S is defined by
H(K, J, S) = {H ∈ H(K, J) ∣∣ S∗H S = −H } . (16)
The set U(K, J, S) forms a subgroup of U(K, J), and H(K, J, S) is isomorphic to its
Lie algebra. Note that exp(ı tH) ∈ U(K, J, S) for H ∈ H(K, J, S) as in Propostion 1(iii)
only due to the minus sign in (16).
Examples Let us write out explicitly the finite dimensional examples of the groups in
Definition 9 corresponding to the four possible choices of the signs η and τ . Hence let
K = CN++N− and J = diag(1N+ ,−1N−). There are four different subgroups of U(N+, N−)
13
η τ Class.Group Inertia Bifurcation pi0 ⊃ Invariant
U(N+, N−) KC Z Sig
1 1 O(N+, N−) ν±(λ) = ν±(λ) QKC, MTB, MPD Z× Z2 Sig× Sec
−1 −1 SO∗(2N+) ν±(λ) = ν∓(λ) QKC Z2 Sig2
−1 1 SP(2N+, 2N−) ν±(λ) = ν±(λ) QKC 2Z Sig
1 −1 SP(2N+,R) ν±(λ) = ν∓(λ) QKC, TB, PD 1
Table 1: In dependence on the kind (η, τ) of the Real Krein space are listed: the classical
groups obtained from U(K, J, S) in the case of a finite dimensional Krein space; the sym-
metry of the inertia of eigenvalues on the unit circle; the bifurcations of eigenvalues on the
unit circle in the terminology of Definition 10; the minimal number of connected compo-
nents pi0 = pi0(GU(K, J, S)); the global invariant labeling these components constructed
in Section 3.3.
listed in Table 1. For η = τ = 1, one can choose S = 1. Then the reality relation in (15)
immediately leads to O(N+, N−). For η = −1 and τ = 1, one needs S commuting with J
and squaring to minus the identity. This forces J to have even-dimensional eigenspaces, so
we choose J = diag(1N+ ,−1N−)⊗ 12 and S = 1N++N− ⊗
(
0 −1
1 0
)
. Then the reality relation
in (15) leads directly to the definition of SP(2N+, 2N−). For the remaining two cases
(η,−1), the anti-commutation relation implies that N− = N+. Then J = diag(1,−1) and
S =
(
0 η1
1 0
)
with all block entries of size N+. Writing out the corresponding relations in
U(K, J, S) does not lead directly to the defining relations of SP(2N+,R) and SO∗(2N+)
respectively, but after a Cayley transform precisely these relations become apparent. See
also [GS] for details. 
3.2 Spectral properties of operators with Real symmetry
The following proposition collects the basic spectral implications of the Real symmetry.
Proposition 5 Let T ∈ U(K, J, S) and H ∈ H(K, J, S).
(i) The spectra satisfy
σ(T ) = σ(T )
−1
= σ(T ) = σ(T )−1 , σ(H) = σ(H) = −σ(H) = −σ(H) .
In particular, discrete eigenvalues of T always come either in quadruples or in cou-
ples lying on S1, and those of H either quadruples or couples on R.
(ii) S∗ P∆(T )S = P∆(T ) and S∗ P∆(H)S = P−∆(H) for any separating set ∆ ⊂ C.
(iii) If Tψ = λψ, then T (S ψ) = λ(S ψ). If Hψ = λψ, then H(S ψ) = −λ(S ψ).
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(1,1)(0,1)(1,0)
(0,1) (1,1)(1,0)
Figure 2: Schematic representation of a quadruple Krein collision of eigenvalues with
indicated Krein inertia in the case τ = 1 where ν±(λ, T ) = ν±(λ, T ). For τ = −1 the
quadruple Krein collision looks quite similar, only the Krein inertia of the pair on either
the upper or the lower part of the circle have to be adequately modified.
(iv) (Kramers degeneracy) Let η = −1. Real eigenvalues of T ∈ U(K, J, S) and purely
imaginary eigenvalues of H ∈ H(K, J, S) have even geometric and algebraic multi-
plicity.
(v) For all discrete eigenvalues λ ∈ σ(T )∩ S1, one has ν±(λ, T ) = ν±τ (λ, T ). Similarly,
for all discrete eigenvalues λ ∈ σ(H) ∩ R, one has ν±(λ,H) = ν±τ (−λ,H).
(vi) For z ∈ ıR and ζ ∈ {−1, 1}, Cz,ζ(H) ∈ U(K, J, S) and C−1z,ζ (T ) ∈ H(K, J, S).
Proof. We only consider the case of the J-unitary operator, as the case of a J-hermitian
is similar. (i) The first equality already holds for J-unitaries without Real symmetry. The
second follows from the identity S∗(T − z 1)S = T − z 1 and the invertibility of S. Using
the first identity, this then also implies the last identity. For (ii), one rewrites the Riesz
projections P∆ = P∆(T ) using the positively oriented path Γ∆ around ∆:
S∗ P∆ S =
∮
Γ∆
dz
2pi(−ı) S
∗ (z 1− T )−1 S =
∮
Γ∆
dz
2piı
(z 1− S∗TS)−1 = P∆ .
Here Γ∆ is a negatively oriented path around ∆, and the positively oriented path with
same graph is denoted by Γ∆. (iii) is readily checked. (iv) The algebraic multiplicity of
a discrete eigenvalue λ is the dimension of the range of its Riesz projection. This range
satisfies Eλ = S Eλ. Hence Lemma 6 below can be applied to conclude. In a similar way,
the geometric multiplicity is treated invoking (iii). Using J = J , Sylvester’s theorem and
SJS∗ = τJ , one finds from (4)
ν±(λ, T ) = ν±(P ∗λ JPλ) = ν±
(
P ∗λ JPλ
)
= ν±
(
P ∗λ JPλ
)
= ν±
(
S∗P ∗
λ
S JS∗PλS
)
= ν±τ
(
P ∗
λ
JPλ
)
= ν±τ (λ, T ) .
This shows (v). The last item is a short calculation. 2
Lemma 6 Let η = −1. If E ⊂ K is a finite dimensional subspace satisfying S E = E,
then dim(E) is even.
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(1,1)
(0,1)
(1,0)
Figure 3: Schematic representation of a tangent bifurcation of eigenvalues with indicated
Krein inertia.
Proof. We construct iteratively subpaces E2n = span{ψ1, S ψ1, . . . , ψn, S ψn} of E of
dimension 2n. For n = 1 choose some ψ1 ∈ E . Suppose that ψ1 = µS ψ1 for some
µ 6= 0. Then ψ1 = µS (µS ψ1) = −|µ|2ψ1 implying ψ1 = 0. Hence either E is trivial or
at least two-dimensional. Now let E2n as above be given. Choose ψn+1 ∈ E \ E2n. By
hypothesis, S ψ2n+1 ∈ E . Now define E2n+2 by the above formula. If dim(E2n+2) = 2n+ 2,
one continues the iterative construction. If dim(E2n+2) = 2n+1, then S ψn+1 = µψn+1 +φ
for some φ ∈ E2n and µ ∈ C. Hence with S ψn+1 = µψn+1 + φ and S2 = −1 implies
S ψn+1 = −µS(µψn+1 + φ) + φ = −|µ|2S ψn+1 − µS φ + φ .
Now φ− µS φ ∈ E2n so that also S ψn+1 ∈ E2n. Using again that S E2n = E2n follows that
also ψn+1 ∈ E2n, in contradiction to the above choice. In conclusion, either E = E2n or
E2n+2 ⊂ E . Hence the dimension of E is even. 2
The Krein stability analysis of eigenvalues on the unit circle for J-unitaries (and on
the real axis for J-hermitians) still holds in presence of symmetries. However, the spec-
tral symmetries stated in Proposition 5 also affect the Krein collisions. In particular, the
reflection symmetric points 1 and −1 of the unit circle play a special role for J-unitaries,
and 0 a special role for J-hermitians. For real symplectic matrices, the generic destabi-
lization routes for eigenvalues on the unit circle are well-known [HM]. This corresponds
to J-unitaries on a Real Krein space of kind (1,−1), but in one of the other cases new
bifurcation scenarios are generic.
Definition 10 Let (K, J, S) be a Real Krein space and t ∈ [−1, 1] 7→ Tt ∈ U(K, J, S) a
norm continuous path, and let there be continuous paths t ∈ [−1, 1] 7→ λ1,2(t) of discrete
eigenvalues of Tt undergoing a Krein collision (KC) at t = 0 through λ0 = λ1,2(0) ∈ S1.
The KC is called
(i) a quadruple Krein collision (QKC) if λ0 6∈ {−1, 1}, see Figure 2;
(ii) a tangent bifurcation (TB) if λ0 = 1 is of multiplicity 2, see Figure 3;
(iii) a mediated tangent bifurcation (MTB) if λ0 = 1 is of multiplicity 3, see Figure 4;
(iv) a period doubling bifurcation (PD) if λ0 = −1 is of multiplicity 2;
(v) a mediated period doubling bifurcation (MPD) if λ0 = −1 is of multiplicity 3.
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(2,1)
(1,0)
(1,0)
(0,1)
(1,0)
Figure 4: Schematic representation of a mediated tangent bifurcation of eigenvalues with
indicated Krein inertia.
Proposition 6 Let (K, J, S) be a Real Krein space of kind (η, τ).
(i) For (η, τ) = (1, 1), the generic destabilization scenarios are QKC, MTB, MPD.
(ii) For (η, τ) = (−1,−1), the generic destabilization scenario is QKC.
(iii) For (η, τ) = (−1, 1), the generic destabilization scenario is QKC.
(iv) For (η, τ) = (1,−1), the generic destabilization scenarios are QKC, TB, PD.
Proof. The main tools in the proof will be Kramers degeneracy and the reflection sym-
metry ν±(λ, T ) = ν±τ (λ, T ) of the intertia as proved in Proposition 5(iv) and (v). This
does not affect the QKC which is hence generic in all cases. However, it is relevant for
the other scenarios. (i) As τ = 1, the two simple eigenvalues of a TB or PD have equal
inertia before the collision, and therefore lead to a definite eigenvalue at the collision.
By Theorem 1, no such eigenvalue can leave the unit circle. Thus there is no TB and
PD possible. On the other hand, if ±1 are simple eigenvalues having an opposite inertia
w.r.t. the colliding eigenvalues, the eigenvalue at the collision becomes indefinite. Then
it is possible for two of the eigenvalues to leave the unit circle. This are the MTB and
MPB. See Figure 4 for an illustration. (iii) As still τ = 1, the TB and PD are suppressed
by the above argument. Because now η = −1, the eigenvalues ±1 have Kramers de-
generacy. If the inertia of this eigenvalue is (1, 1), it generically leaves the circle before
the collision with the other two eigenvalues. If the eigenvalue is definite, a generic per-
turbation will drive them out of ±1 and afterwards one would again have a QKC. (iv)
Now ν±(λ, T ) = ν∓(λ, T ) and the TB and PD are possible and generic. As in particular,
ν+(±1, T ) = ν−(±1, T ), the MTB and MPD are not possible. (ii) By the same argument,
MTB and MPD are suppressed. Furthermore, TB and PD are not possible because all
real eigenvalues have Kramers degeneracy, so the two eigenvalues ±1 of multiplicity 2
cannot split into two real eigenvalues, and also not into a quadruple of the unit circle. 2
3.3 Invariants for gapped J-unitaries with Real symmetry
The main focus of this section will be on the sets
GU(K, J, S) = GU(K, J) ∩ U(K, J, S) ,
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of essentially S1-gapped J-unitaries with Real symmetry S. The instability scenarios
of Proposition 6 combined with Kramers degeneracy allow to define global homotopy
invariants for GU(K, J, S).
Theorem 6 Let T ∈ GU(K, J, S) on a Real Krein space of kind (η, τ).
(i) For (η, τ) = (1, 1), Sig(T ) ∈ Z and there is a secondary invariant defined by
Sec(T ) = Sig(1, T )mod 2 ∈ Z2 .
(ii) For (η, τ) = (−1,−1), Sig(T ) = 0 and a Z2-invariant is defined by
Sig2(T ) =
(
1
2
∑
λ∈σ(T )∩S1
(
ν+(λ, T ) + ν−(λ, T )
))
mod 2 =
(
1
2
dim(ES1)
)
mod 2 . (17)
(iii) For (η, τ) = (−1, 1), Sig(T ) ∈ 2Z.
(iv) For (η, τ) = (1,−1), Sig(T ) = 0.
Proof. (i) As ν±(λ, T ) = ν±(λ, T ) from the upper to the lower part of the unit circle. One
cannot conclude that the signature Sig(T ) is even, however, because it may well happen
that at λ = ±1 one has odd inertia and the symmetry says nothing about these points. In
particular, one may have either 1 or −1 or both as simple eigenvalues, and neither of them
can be lifted by any generic collision scenario. This shows that the secondary invariant is
well-defined. Indeed, if Sig(T ) is odd, then exactly one of Sig(1, T ) and Sig(−1, T ) is odd.
On the other hand, if Sig(T ) is even, then both Sig(1, T ) and Sig(−1, T ) are either even
or odd. (ii) and (iv) Here ν±(λ, T ) = ν∓(λ, T ) by Proposition 5(v). This immediately
implies that Sig(T ) = 0. For (iv) this allows to move all eigenvalues off the unit circle via
TB or PD. The finite dimensional perturbations accomplishing this can be constructed in
a similar manner as in Section 3.4 for J-hermitian operators. For (ii), namely η = −1, one
furthermore has Kramers degeneracy for any real eigenvalue which implies as in the proof
of Proposition 6 that there is no TB and no PD. Thus only the QKC is allowed, which
always involves 4 eigenvalues. This allows either to remove all eigenvalues from S1, or to
remove all but 2. These two cases are distinguished by the the invariant Sig2(T ). (iii) For
any T ∈ GU(K, J, S) one has again ν±(λ) = ν±(λ). In particular, each such pair gives
an even contribution (in 2Z) to the global signature Sig(T ). The reflection symmetry
says little about λ = ±1, but as η = −1 these eigenvalues do have Kramers degeneracy,
namely by Proposition 5(iv) the generalized eigenspaces of the eigenvalues ±1 are always
of even dimension. As the quadratic from J is always non-degenerate, this implies that
the Krein signatures Sig(±1, T ) are also always even. In conclusion, the global signature
Sig(T ) is always even. 2
Remark In the case (η, τ) = (1, 1) the eigenvalues ±1 with odd algebraic multiplicity
cannot be removed by a perturbation (which may and generically does lift the degeneracy
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though). Let us give a finite dimensional example illustrating the appearance of such
eigenvalues and their stability. The family of matrices
Tt = λ
(
σ cosh(t) σ′ sinh(t)
−σ′ sinh(t) −σ cosh(t)
)
, σ, σ′ ∈ {−1, 1} , t ∈ R , (18)
lies in O(1, 1) and has eigenvalues 1 and −1. One checks that the Krein signatures are
Sig(±1) = ±σ for all t. The global signature Sig(Tt) = 0 vanishes, but for O(N+, N−) with
N+ +N− odd and in the infinite dimensional situation, one may only have one eigenvalue
at 1 and −1 and this could then lead to odd values of the signature. In conclusion, the
signature is a non-trivial invariant for GU(K, J, S) which can take any value in Z. One
may believe that both values of σ in (18) lead to two non-homotopic realization in the
component with Sig(T ) = 0. Indeed, within O(1, 1) no homotopy can be found, but in
larger matrices these configurations can be path connected by a succession of a MPD and
MTB. Let us stress once again that we do not claim that there is always a homotopy
between operators with same global signature and secondary invariant. 
Remark Let us point out that there is a plus sign in the definition (17) of the Z2-signature,
so that strictly speaking the terminology signature is not adequate. 
3.4 J-hermitian R-Fredholm operators with Real symmetries
Definition 10 of bifurcation scenarios and the arguments in Proposition 6 transpose from
paths of J-unitaries to paths of J-hermitians via the Cayley transform and (13) (alterna-
tively the proofs can be repeated). The Cayley transforms C−1z,1 and C
−1
z,−1 map the unit
circle onto R. The QKC are still generic, but originate from two points ±λ on the real
axis. The special points become C−1z,1(−1) = C−1z,−1(1) = 0 and C−1z,1(1) = C−1z,−1(−1) =∞.
As the J-hermitians are bounded by definition, there are only the TB for kind (1,−1) and
the MTD for kind (1, 1), both through 0. Afterwards the global invariants for operators in
FH(K, J, S) can be defined as in Theorem 6, but there is no secondary invariant in the case
(η, τ) = (1, 1). Again the proofs can be repeated. The following result is a considerable
strengthening because it also determines the connected components of FH(K, J, S).
Theorem 7 Let (K, J, S) be a Real Krein space of kind (η, τ). For τ = 1, the eigenspaces
of J are supposed to be of same dimension and for the matrix entries S± in (14) are
supposed to be S± = 1 for η = 1 and S± = s for η = −1.
(i) For (η, τ) = (1, 1), the map H ∈ FH(K, J, S) 7→ Sig(H) ∈ Z is a homotopy invariant
labelling the connected components.
(ii) For (η, τ) = (−1,−1), the map H ∈ FH(K, J, S) 7→ Sig2(H)= 12 dim(ER)mod 2 ∈ Z2
is a homotopy invariant labelling the two connected components.
(iii) For (η, τ) = (−1, 1), the map H ∈ FH(K, J, S) 7→ Sig(H) ∈ 2Z is a homotopy
invariant labelling the connected components.
(iv) For (η, τ) = (1,−1), the set FH(K, J, S) is connected.
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The facts that Sig and Sig2 are homotopy invariants and that Sig is even for (η, τ) =
(−1, 1) follow from the arguments before the statement of the theorem. Hence let us focus
on the connectedness statements in the 4 cases. This will be done by implementing the
Real symmetries in the homotopies of proof of Theorem 5. While this is lengthy, the only
supplementary ingredient is contained in the following preparation.
Lemma 7 Let v be a unitary on a Hilbert space with real structure, and s be a real
operator satisfying s∗ = s−1 = −s.
(i) Let vt = v be symmetric. Then there exists a path t ∈ [0, 1] 7→ vt of symmetric
unitaries from v0 = 1 to v1 = v. Furthermore, there exists a unitary w such that
v = wtw. If v is gapped (namely with spectrum not given by all of S1), then the path
can be chosen to lie in the set of gapped symmetric unitaries. On this space, the
map v 7→ w can be chosen to be continuous.
(ii) Let v be odd symmetric, namely s∗vts = v. Then there exists a path t ∈ [0, 1] 7→ vt of
odd symmetric unitaries from v0 = s to v1 = v. Furthermore, there exists a unitary
w such that u = s∗wtsw. If v is gapped, then the path can be chosen to lie in the set
of gapped odd symmetric unitaries. On this space, the map v 7→ w can be chosen to
be continuous.
(iii) Let v = v be real with 1 6∈ σ(v). Then there exists a path t ∈ [0, 1] 7→ vt of real
unitaries with 1 6∈ σ(vt) from v0 = −1 to v1 = v.
(iv) Let v = s∗vs be quaternionic with 1 6∈ σ(v). Then there exists a path t ∈ [0, 1] 7→ vt
of quaternionic unitaries with 1 6∈ σ(vt) from v0 = −1 to v1 = v.
Proof. (i) Let v = eıh for some selfadjoint operator h (by choosing some branch of the
logarithm and using spectral calculus) which then satisfies ht = h. Then a path is given
by t ∈ [0, 1] 7→ vt = eıth. Set w = e ı2h this satisfies v = wtw. For a gapped unitary,
h = −ı log(v) for an adequate branch of the logarithm so that the dependence on v is
continuous. For (ii) let again v = eıh, then s∗hts = h. A path is still vt = eıth, and the
factorization holds with w = se
ı
2
h. (iii) and (iv) follow by similar arguments, or just using
the spectral theorem. 2
Now let us look at the homotopies in the proof of Theorem 5, and start with the
equivalent of Lemma 2, and then go on by adapting Lemma 4.
Lemma 8 For any kind (η, τ), H ∈ FH(K, J, S) is homotopic to some H ′ ∈ FH(K, J, S)
with σ(H ′) ⊂ {−ı, 0, ı}.
Proof. In fact, the homotopy defined in (6) satisfies S∗Ht S = −Ht because H has this
property and because S∗ P± S = −P± by Proposition 5(ii). 2
Lemma 9 For any kind (η, τ) 6= (−1,−1), H ∈ FH(K, J, S) is homotopic to some H ′′ ∈
FH(K, J, S) with σ(H ′′) ⊂ {−ı, 0, ı} such that 0 is a definite eigenvalue of H ′′. For kind
(η, τ) = (−1,−1), the homotopy to H ′′ ∈ FH(K, J, S) with σ(H ′′) ⊂ {−ı, 0, ı} can be
chosen such that either H ′′ has trivial kernel or the inertia of the kernel is (1, 1).
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Proof. Here we look at the perturbations lifting the degeneracies in the proof of Lemma 4.
Again we start from H = H ′ as given in Lemma 8. First of all, by Proposition 5(ii) one
has S E0(H) = E0(H). Therefore the frame Ψ for E0(H) satisfies Ψ = SΨu for some
unitary matrix u. Iterating one gets Ψ = ηΨuu so that ut = ηu. For η = 1, it follows
from Lemma 7 that there is exists a unitary v such that u = vtv. For η = −1, Lemma 6
shows that E0(H) and thus also Ψ is even dimensional, and thus by Lemma 7 there exists
a unitary v such that u = vtsv where s =
(
0 −1
1 0
)
is an even-dimensional real orthogonal
matrix satisfying s2 = −1. Replacing Ψ by the frame Ψv, one has
SΨ = Ψ for η = 1 , SΨ = −Ψs for η = −1 .
Let us first focus on η = 1. Then jΨ = Ψ∗JΨ = j∗Ψ is non-degenerate and satisfies
jΨ = τ Ψ
∗S∗JSΨ = τ jΨ . (19)
For τ = 1, the matrix jΨ is real symmetric and can hence be diagonalized by a real orthogo-
nal matrix o. Replacing Ψ by Ψo, one then has diagonal jΨ and still the property SΨ = Ψ.
Now one can define JΨ = jΨ|jΨ|−1 as in (7) and consider the perturbation Ht given by (9).
This is still J-hermitian and the perturbation removes 2n− eigenvalues from the kernel
by the argument in Lemma 4 provided that V is chosen JΨ-hermitian. Moreover, one has
to check that S∗Ht S = −Ht, or equivalently S∗ΨnΨV n−1Ψ Ψ∗P0 S = −ΨnΨV n−1Ψ Ψ∗P0.
This is guaranteed if V purely imaginary because nΨ is real and S∗ P0 S = P0 by Propo-
sition 5(ii). Thus choosing V as in (10) one has a homotopy lying in FH(K, J, S) for
the case (η, τ) = (1, 1) which lifts the degeneracy of the kernel so that it is J-definite as
required. Hence H ′′ = H1 has all the desired properties.
Next let us come to the case (η, τ) = (1,−1). As jΨ is now imaginary and antisym-
metric, one can choose an orthogonal o such that ojΨot = ı
(
0 −a
a 0
)
with a diagonal matrix
a > 0. In particular, one necessarily has n+ = n−. Again replacing Ψ by Ψo, one thus
has jΨ = ı
(
0 −a
a 0
)
as well as SΨ = Ψ. (Note that Ψ has different properties as in the proof
of Lemma 4.) Hence JΨ = jΨ|jΨ|−1 = ı
(
0 −1
1 0
)
The perturbation is still of the form (8),
but now with
V =
(
ı1 0
0 −ı1
)
, (20)
where each block entry is of size n−. Indeed, this satisfies V ∗JΨ = JΨV and V = −V
so that Ht ∈ FH(K, J, S) for the case (η, τ) = (1,−1). Moreover, σ(V ) = {±ı} so that
H ′′ = H1 has the desired properties by the spectral argument in the proof of Lemma 4.
Now let η = −1. Then (19) is modified to jΨ = (jΨ)∗ = τ s∗jΨs. For τ = 1, this
means that the matrix jΨ is a quaterionic selfadjoint matrix and can hence be diagonal-
ized by a quaternionic unitary u, namely one satisfying s∗us = u. In particular, both
inertia (n+, n−) are necessarily even (as the multiplicities of eigenvalues of a selfadjoint
quaternionic matrix). Now replacing Ψ by Ψu, one has diagonal JΨ, and the property
SΨ = −Ψs still holds. More precisely, Ψ can be chosen such that JΨ = diag(J ′Ψ, J ′Ψ) with
J ′Ψ = diag(1n′ ,1n′0 ,−1n′) where n′ = 12n−, and n′0 = 12(n+ − n−). To guarantee that the
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path Ht of (9) lies in FH(K, J, S) for (η, τ) = (−1, 1) one now needs V ∗JΨ = JΨV and
s∗V s = −V by the argument above. This holds for V = diag(v, v) with v given by the
matrix in (10) so that v∗J ′Ψ = J ′Ψv and v = −v. Then H ′′ = H1 has a J-definite kernel of
dimension n+ − n−.
For the remaining case (η, τ) = (−1,−1), one has jΨ = −s∗jΨs which implies that the
positive and negative spectral subspaces of jΨ are mapped onto each other. Hence n+ =
n−. Furthermore, jΨ can be diagonalized u∗jΨu = diag(j,−j) with a unitary satisfying
u = s∗us and diagonal j > 0. Let us replace Ψu by Ψ, then one has jΨ = diag(j,−j) and
still SΨ = −Ψs. Hence JΨ = diag(1n+ ,−1n+). We need to find V such that V ∗JΨ = JΨV
and s∗V s = −V , and σ(V ) ⊂ {0,±ı}. Thus we set V = (0 v
v 0
)
with, for n+ even or odd
respectively
v =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, v =

0 0 −1
0 0 0
1 0 0
 ,
where the 1 is of size 2[n+
2
]. As v = v, one can check all the above properties. Again Ht
is in FH(K, J, S) and H ′′ = H1 is as claimed. 2
Proof of Theorem 7. Now remains to examine the last step in the proof of Theorem 5. We
start from the special forms H = H ′′ as given in Lemma 9. Unless (η, τ) = (−1,−1) and
the kernel E0(H) is of dimension 2, the projections P± are J-Lagrangian by Lemma 5.
For (η, τ) = (−1,−1) and a two-dimensional kernel E0(H), one can use Lemma 3 and
concentrate on the JΦ-hermitian HΦ which has a trivial kernel. In conclusion, in all cases
P± are J-Lagrangian. We now use again the representation (11) of P± in terms of frames
Φ±. Due to the supplementary symmetry S∗P±S = P± following from Proposition 5(ii),
the frames now satisfy S Φ± = Φ±w± for adequate unitaries w±. Starting from (12), we
use again the particular representation (1) for the fundamental symmetry J .
(i) Due to our hypothesis, S± = 1 so that writing out S Φ± = Φ±w± then shows that
the unitaries u± in (12) are real. The Fredholm property implies that the real unitary v =
u∗−u+ does not have 1 in the spectrum. Let vt be the path of real unitaries with 1 6∈ σ(vt)
as given in Lemma 7(iii). Set u+,t = u+ and u−,t = u+u∗t . Then u∗−,tu+,t − 1 = u∗−u+ − 1
is invertible so that the Lagrangian planes Φ±,t constructed from u±,t via (12) span a
Fredholm pair. The projections P±,t for the projections constructed from Φ±,t by (11)
satisfy S∗P±,tS = P±,t. This connects P± as given in Lemma 9 to orthogonal projections
P±,1 through a path respecting all symmetries and the Fredholm property. Writing out
the final projections given by (11) explicitly yields
P±,1 =
1
2
(
1 ±u+
±u∗+ 1
)
, (21)
with a real unitary u+, which in turn can be homotopically deformed into 1. In conclusion,
we have shown that all operators from FH(K, J, S) with same signature can be deformed
into one model operator H ′′′ = ı(P+,1 − P−,1) where P±,1 are of the form (21), but now
with u+ = 1.
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(iii) is dealt with in a similar manner by invoking (iv) of Lemma 7.
Now we come to the case τ = −1. Writing out S Φ± = Φ±w± then shows that the
unitaries u± in (12) satisfy (u±)t = η u±. By Lemma 7(i) this implies that there exist
unitaries v± such that u± = vt±v± for η = 1, and u± = vt±sv± for η = −1. First the case
(η, τ) = (1,−1) will be considered. The perturbation (20) has completely removed the
kernel in this case. The Fredholm condition can be rewritten as the invertibility of u∗−u+−
1 = v∗+(v+v
∗
−(v+v
∗
−)
t−1)v+. Therefore the symmetric unitary v = v+v∗−(v+v∗−)t is gapped
(because 1 is not in its spectrum). By Lemma 7(i), we can choose a path t ∈ [0, 1] 7→ vt
of gapped symmetric unitaries such that v0 = v and v1 = −1. Again by Lemma 7 this
provides a path t ∈ [0, 1] 7→ wt of gapped unitaries such that vt = wt(wt)t. Moreover, a
further homotopy in the proof of Lemma 7 (of the selfadjoint operator h) allows to choose
w1 = ı1. One has w0(w0)t = v = v+v∗−(v+v∗−)t, but cannot conclude w0 = v+v∗−. However,
(v+v
∗
−)
∗w0 = (v+v∗−)∗w0 is orthogonal (a real unitary) and therefore by Lemma 7 exists
a path t ∈ [−1, 0] 7→ ot of orthogonals such that o−1 = 1 and o0 = (v+v∗−)∗w0. Setting
wt = v+v
∗
−ot for t ∈ [−1, 0], concatenation yields a path t ∈ [−1, 1] 7→ wt from w−1 = v+v∗−
to w1 = ı1. Finally let us set u+,t = u+ and u−,t = w∗tu+wt. Both are symmetric unitaries
and by construction the invertibility of u∗−,tu+,t − 1 is guaranteed for all t ∈ [−1, 1].
Furthermore, we have u−,1 = −u+ and
u−,−1 = w∗−1u+w−1 = (v+v
∗
−)
∗(v+vt+)v+v
∗− = v−v
t
− = u− ,
Now let again Φ±,t be the Lagrangian planes constructed from u±,t via (12). Due to the
invertibility of u∗−,tu+,t − 1 they span a Fredholm pair, and the symmetry of u±,t assures
S∗P±,tS = P±,t for the projections constructed from Φ±,t by (11). The final projections
are again given by (21), but now with a symmetric unitary u+. In the final step the
unitary can be homotopically deformed in the space of symmetric unitaries to 1, again
by invoking Lemma 7. In conclusion, have shown that for (η, τ) = (1,−1) every operator
from FH(K, J, S) can be deformed into one model operator H ′′′ = ı(P+,1 − P−,1) where
P±,1 are of the form (21), but now with u+ = 1. This completes the proof of (iv).
(ii) Let us now consider the case (η, τ) = (−1,−1). The argument is similar, so let
us only focus on the differences. Then u∗−u+ − 1 = v∗+s∗(s∗(v+v∗−)s(v+v∗−)t − 1)sv+ is
invertible so that v = s∗(v+v∗−)s(v+v∗−)t is a gapped odd symmetric unitary which can
be deformed by a path of odd symmetric gapped unitaries t ∈ [0, 1] 7→ vt from v0 = v
to v1 = −1 (because the projection valued spectral measure is quaternionic). Lemma 7
gives a path t ∈ [0, 1] 7→ wt of gapped unitaries such that vt = s∗wts(wt)t and w1 = ı1.
Now s∗w0s(w0)t = s∗(v+v∗−)s(v+v∗−)t so that (v+v∗−)∗w0 = s∗(v+v∗−)∗w0s is quaterionic
(recall that now s2 = −1). Hence there exists a path t ∈ [−1, 0] 7→ qt of quaterionic
unitaries such that q−1 = 1 and q0 = (v+v∗−)∗w0. Setting wt = v+v∗−qt for t ∈ [−1, 0],
concatenation yields a path t ∈ [−1, 1] 7→ wt from w−1 = v+v∗− to w1 = ı1. Next let us
set u+,t = u+ and u−,t = w∗tu+wt. Both are anti-symmetric unitaries and by construction
the invertibility of u∗−,tu+,t − 1 is guaranteed for all t ∈ [−1, 1]. Furthermore, one checks
u−,1 = −u+ and u−,−1 = u−. The associated projection P±,1 is again of the form (21).
All these projections can homotopically deformed to the case u+ = s. Recall, however,
that FH(K, J, S) has two components due to the first step of the proof. 2
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Corollary 1 Suppose the same hypothesis as in Theorem 7. The set of FH(K, J, S) has
the following deformation retracts:
(i) the set of real Fredholm operators for (η, τ) = (1, 1);
(ii) the set of anti-symmetric Fredholm operators for (η, τ) = (−1,−1);
(iii) the set of quaternionic Fredholm operators for (η, τ) = (−1, 1);
(iv) the set of symmetric Fredholm operators for (η, τ) = (1,−1).
These sets are respectively the classifying spaces F0, F2, F4 and F6 for Real K-theory of
Atiyah and Singer [AS].
Proof. In the proof of Theorem 7 we showed that all operators from FH(K, J, S) can be
homotopically deformed within FH(K, J, S) to
H = J H∗ J = −H∗ = −S∗H S .
The first two equations show that H is of the form (5), but with a Fredholm operator
A which now satisfies supplementary conditions due to the last identity. Writing these
conditions out using the particular representations (14) leads to the stated symmetries
properties of A. 2
4 Unbounded J-isometric to J-selfadjoint operators
In this section, we briefly analyze unbounded operators on a Krein space which satisfy
a Fredholm property. Real symmetries are not dealt with, as the analysis of Section 3
transposes directly.
Definition 11 ([Bog]) Let (K, J) be a Krein space.
(i) A closed densely defined operator T with domain D(T ) ⊂ K is called J-isometric if
for all φ, ψ ∈ D(T ) one has φ∗Jψ = (Tφ)∗J(Tψ).
(ii) An operator A with domain D(A) ⊂ K is called J-symmetric if for all φ, ψ ∈ D(A)
one has φ∗J(Aψ) = (Aφ)∗Jψ.
(iii) A closed densely defined operator H on K is called J-selfadjoint if H = JH∗J holds
on the domain D(H) = JD(H∗).
(iv) The set of J-isometric operators is denoted by I(K, J).
(v) The set of J-selfadjoint operators is denoted by S(K, J).
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Let us point to one difference w.r.t. [Bog], namely here we require J-isometric opera-
tors to be densely defined and closed. An everywhere defined J-isometry is a J-unitary,
and an everywhere defined J-selfadjoint is J-hermitian. Furthermore, every J-selfadjoint
operator is J-symmetric, and an everywhere defined J-symmetric operator is J-selfadjoint.
The sets I(K, J) and S(K, J) are endowed with the gap topology [Kat]. Convergence in
the gap topology is equivalent to convergence of the resolvent sets and the norm of the
resolvents [Kat, IV.2.25], and on the subset of bounded operators it coincides with the
norm topology. It is now possible to work with Riesz projections and Krein signatures of
isolated eigenvalues as before. Hence, one can introduce the set GI(K, J) of essentially S1-
gapped J-isometries just as in Definition 4, and the set GS(K, J) of essentially R-gapped
J-selfadjoint as in Definition 5. For both of these sets the signature can be defined as
above. This is a homotopy invariant on GI(K, J) and GS(K, J) in the sense that Sig is
constant for continuous paths in GI(K, J) and GS(K, J) w.r.t. the gap topology. The
proof of this claim is based on the results of Section IV.3.5 of [Kat] which show that
isolated eigenvalues vary continuously in the gap topology. Therefore, all results of Krein
collision theory for bounded operators transpose to the unbounded cases. Finally, follow-
ing Definition 4, it is also possible to define the set FI(K, J) of S1-Fredholm J-isometries
and the set FS(K, J) of R-Fredholm J-selfadjoints. Let us show by an explicit example
that there are some surprises for unbounded J-selfadjoint operators.
Example Section 6.4 of [SB] constructs a loop t ∈ [0, 2pi) 7→ Tt = TeıtK of J-unitary
S1-Fredholm operators from a given J-unitary T and compact J-selfadjoint operator K =
JK∗J , with the property that σ(Tt) = r S1 ∪ r−1S1 for some r ∈ (0, 1) and all t but for
two special values t = pi
2
, 3pi
2
; for these special values the annulus {z ∈ C : r < |z| < r−1}
completely fills with point spectrum. Let us now consider the Cayley transform C−1z,ζ (Tt)
of this loop. This is a loop inside the unbouned J-selfadjoint operators satisfying the
R-Fredholm property. However, at the above special values, the whole real axis belongs
to the point spectrum of these operators. Hence we conclude that GS(K, J) is a proper
subset of FS(K, J). 
Next let us point out that the statements of Proposition 3 can be generalized as follows
[Bog]: for z ∈ ρ(H) of a J-selfadjoint operator, Cz,ζ(H) is J-unitary; if one only requires
z 6∈ σp(H) for a J-selfadjoint operatorH, it is still possible to define Cz,ζ(H) as J-isometric
operator. Similarly, if z ∈ ρ(T ) of a J-isometric operator T , then C−1z,ζ (T ) is J-hermitian;
and if ζ 6∈ σp(T ) for a J-isometric operator T , then C−1z,ζ (T ) is a J-selfadjoint operator.
Combining these properties with the homotopy arguments in the proof of Theorem 4 one
can possibly prove the following
Conjecture: The set GIn(K, J) = {T ∈ GI(K, J) : Sig(T ) = n} is connected.
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